7. 3 Institutional Distinctiveness
Many faculty members have attended seminars, workshops, FDPs trainings etc.
Increasing internationalization in teaching is strongly supported by the Indian
education sector and is considered vital for Indian institutions in developing India’s
capacity in research and innovation, driving up India’s institutional ranking and
increasing the quality of teaching and learning. Thus, enhancing the academic and
intellectual environment in the institutions by providing faculty members with ample
opportunities to pursue research and also to participate in seminars / conferences /
workshops has become vital for developing nations like India. Higher education
institutions are starting to adapt themselves and demand from students enrolled for
skills.
In our college all departments of engineering aims in equipping faculty members with
required skills and industry exposure to make the industry ready graduates. The aim
of Faculty Development Program (FDP) is attaining sustainable development and
achieving higher growth rates which can be enabled through creation, transmission
and dissemination of knowledge. Our department faculty members are actively
participating in FDPs, Seminars workshops / Short term courses etc. with high
interest. Faculty members prefer to attend FDP, Seminar, and Workshop etc. at
reputed institutes such as Aurangabad, Pune and Mumbai etc.

Marathwada Job Fair
In our institute, we organize “Marathwada Job Fair”, in association with MSSIA and
CMIA. Job fair provides common platform for job opportunities to students for every
class of society [Diploma of all branches, degree of all branches, ITI of all treads, B.
Com, B. Sc. and other educational background]

•

Industries from different fields for the better placement of students.
In the present era, campus placement holds a great importance for students
and educational institutes. While, it helps a student in building a strong
foundation for the professional career ahead without facing the real-world job
struggle, peer-competition or family pressure, a good placement record gives a
competitive edge to an institute/ university in the education market.
Campus placements provide the students with a foot-in- the-door opportunity,
enabling them to start off their career right after they have completed their
course curriculum. Furthermore, they get to interact and engage with the
industry professionals during the placement drives, which further help lay a
foundation for their prospective career in the future as they familiarize with
potential contacts from their chosen career field.

Placements have gradually become an integral part of an institute’s offerings,
which was not the scenario earlier. Nowadays, students pay special attention
to placement records while selecting a college or university for the admission.
And it is rightly so, if a student is paying huge amount of parents’ hard-earned
money as fees to the institutes/universities, he/she has the right to calculate the
rOi (return on investment), which in this case is a lucrative job. Our institute
has focus on bridging the gap between the right candidate and the right job.
We focus on placing the candidates who are ready and eligible for the role.
• College teams were donating the foods packages to those who needed in

Covid period under public and social relation department.
The fight against the corona pandemic is a major challenge for the world. The
situation for people in poor, heavily populated or war-torn countries has
become increasingly difficult: Many people are losing their jobs; families are
without food and there is no end in sight. . For this reason our college decided
to donate some food packages to poor people surrounded by our campus.

•

We Conduct National Anthem Regularly.

• There are responsibilities towards every member of institute for making a
transparent academic environment conducive to the application of the high
professional and ethical criteria of good practice for academic research.
• Following are duties specified for each member of institute.
1) There is “Teacher Gaurdian Scheme” which is very beneficial to students in
which one faculty allotted 15 student to take care of any problem/difficulty of the
student (which include students’ Home Visit & weekly Phone Calling to the
parents etc)
2) Weekly Academic audit and monitoring under Quality Assurance and ISO.
3) Motivating and providing the financial help to participate in State level
competition

